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May Sinclair, Mary Olivier: A Life (1919), London: Virago Modern 
Classics, 1980 

 

 
Extract one: “jilted” 
Everybody in the village knew you [= Mary Olivier] had been jilted. Mrs Waugh and Miss 
Frewin knew it, and Mr. Horn, the grocer, and Mr Oldshaw at the bank. And Mr Belk – the 
Justice of Peace [...]. They were saying, ‘Here’s that awful girl again.’ 
She thought it was a good thing to be jilted; for then you were purified [...]. Your soul was set 
free (MO 223) 

 

Extract two: sublimation and the aesthetics of the case history 

Supposing there isn't anything in it? Supposing -Supposing-  

Last night I began thinking about it again. I stripped my soul; I opened all the windows and let 
my ice-cold thoughts in on the poor thing; it stood shivering between certainty and 
uncertainty. I tried to doubt away this ultimate passion, and it turned my doubt into its own 
exquisite sting, the very thrill of the adventure.  

Supposing there's nothing in it, nothing at all? 

That's the risk you take. [...] 

There isn't any risk. This time it was clear, clear as the black pattern the sycamore makes on 
the sky. If it never came again I should remember. 

 

Extract three: Sinclairian epiphanies 

A queer white light everywhere, like water thin and clear. Wide fields, flat and still, like 
water, flooded with the thin, clear light; grey earth [...]. The high trees, the small, scattered 
cottages, the two taverns, the one tall house had the look of standing up in water. 
She saw the queer white light for the first time and [...]. She knew that the fields were 
beautiful. She saw Five Elms for the first time: the long line of its old red-tiled roof, its flat 
brown face; the three rows of narrow windows [...]. She noticed how high and big the house 
looked on its slender plot of grass. [...] She saw them for the first time. [...] The drawing-room 
at the back was full of the queer white light. [...] Her mother sat at the far end of the room. [...] 
[Mary] ran to her and hid her face in her lap. She caught Mamma's hands and kissed them. 
(MO 49-50) 
 

 

Extract four: Spinoza and the stream of consciousness 

The Christians got hold of the real things and turned them into something unreal [...]. [Truth] 
was that miracle of perfect happiness, with all its queerness, its divine certainty and 
uncertainty. [...] It had got nothing to do with believing either, or with being good and getting 
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into heaven. It was heaven. It had to do with beauty, absolutely un-moral beauty, more than 
anything else. (MO 377) 
* 

‘The mind can bring it about, that all bodily modifications or images of things may be referred 
to the idea of God.’ 
The book stood open before her on the kitchen table, propped against the scales. As long as 
you were only stripping the strings from the French beans you could read. The mind can bring 
it about. The mind can bring it about. ‘He who clearly and distinctly understands himself and 
his emotions loves God, and so much the more in proportion as he more understands himself 
and his emotions.’ 
Fine slices of French beans fell from the knife, one by one, into the bowl of clear water. 
Spinoza's thought beat its way out through the smell of steel, the clean green smell of the cut 
beans, the crusty, spicy smell of the apple pie you had made. (MO 266) 
* 
 
Hegel. Spinoza. She thought of Spinoza's murky, mysterious face. It said, ‘I live in you, still, 
as he will never live. You will never love that old German man. He ran away from the 
cholera. He bolstered up the Trinity with his Triple Dialectic, to keep his chair at Berlin. I 
refused their bribes. They excommunicated me. You remember? […]’ (MO 278) 
* 

Oh – and there was Papa and Papa's temper. God would have to be Papa too. Spinoza couldn't 
have meant it that way. He meant that though God was all Papa, Papa was not all God. He 
was only a bit of him. He meant that if God was the only reality, Papa wouldn't be quite real. 
(MO 125) 
 

Extract five: Stream of consciousness 

He was penetrated with a sense of her hidden, mysterious being of all that she had been to him 
and still was and of his own awful divided life. […] Was it really that her absorption in the 
child had gradually detached him from her and so made unfaithfulness possible […]? He 
didn’t know. All that happened seemed to him strange but inevitable. […] It was bound to 
happen. It had been the sudden leaping out of the darkness of the beast in him, too long 
suppressed, […] an unsuspected, dark hidden and secret beast. It, not he, had acted (Far End 
181). 
 

No. She had not loved [Maurice Jourdain] with her soul, either. Body and soul; soul and body. 
Spinoza said they were two aspects of the same thing. What thing? Perhaps it was silly to ask 
what thing; it would be just body and soul. Somebody talked about a soul dragging a corpse. 
Her body wasn't a corpse; it was strong and active; it could play games and jump; it could 
pick Dan up and carry him round the table; it could run a mile straight on end. (MO 225-6) 
 

Full text available at: https://archive.org/details/maryolivieralife09366gut  


